Rest easy with Simon.

Simon is simply better

For years, Simon® has been the first name in affordable security. Now it carries on that legacy
with even stronger performance and greater simplicity. Simon is the compact system that is easy
to operate and install.
Simon packs a new level of advanced security into a panel design that is smaller and more attractive.
No other system offers such impressive capabilities at such an affordable price.
Simon ® The world’s most advanced
wireless security system

Easy to understand system operation
Simon’s built-in voice directs you through every step of the
operating system. It is so simple that even a small child can
follow the instructions and use the system.

Even more control Only Simon offers an

Communication is easy with two-way voice

Be informed, wherever you go Simon can call

optional talking touchpad to serve a back door

In the event of an emergency, two-way voice

any telephone and leave a clear, concise voice

or master bedroom. You can enter commands

allows you to talk and listen to your monitoring

message notifying you of system alarms.

and hear feedback from the wireless touchpad,

operator without pressing any buttons. No hassles,

making it very easy to use.

no confusion, just effective communication.

Special care for elderly or disabled Simon is

Less worry for working parents Parents

Simple installation Because it’s wireless,

designed with special security needs in mind.

need to know that their children are home

Simon installs in hours, not days – with no

In addition to a full range of personal emergency

safely from school. If a child does not disarm

mess, no wires, no dust or imposition.

pendants, Simon can call for help should it detect

the system within a scheduled time, Simon will

a lack of activity within your home or business.

call your telephone or pager to let you know.

The features you are looking for

Programmable access codes Up to six individual codes –
in 4, 5 or 6 digits – allow all family members to have their
own access code.
24 hour backup battery Keeps the system up and running,
protecting you in the event of longer power outages.
Optional home control Control lights, appliances and more
by time schedule, keychain touchpad or sensor.
Emergency buttons Three programmable buttons let customers
summon help quickly for different types of emergencies.
Arming level status LED All it takes is a quick glance and
customers can confirm arming status.
Latchkey messages Get notified by phone or pager if a child
has not arrived home by a scheduled time.

System control to carry with you
Simon offers pushbutton control
you can carry on a keychain or
keep bedside.

Remote telephone control
Monitor and control security
from any touchtone phone.

The GE Simon security system monitors your home 24 hours a day, providing advance warning of
any threat to your family’s safety. When a sensor detects an emergency, the signal goes out immediately
to the central monitoring station, which sends proper authorities rushing to the scene.

Protection 24 hours a day

Emergency detected

Monitoring station notified

Authorities respond

Put together your personal security system

Smoke and Heat Sensors
Door/Window Sensors

Dialog Thermostat
Carbon Monoxide Detectors

Motion Detectors

Water Sensors

Two-Way Talking Touchpad

Freeze Sensors

Personal Emergency

Keychain Touchpad

Security for life
You'll never worry that your security system isn’t right for
you. Simon gives you the exact security you need today.
And if requirements change in the future, it’s easy and
economical to modify your system.
Your family deserves the best protection you can give it.
Simon is your best solution. You can tailor it to match
your precise security and life safety needs. Then you
can rest easy because Simon is watching over your
home, family and possessions 24 hours a day.
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Simon…Honored
by Electronic
House magazine
as a 2002 Product
of the Year for its
contribution to the
connected home
industry.

